
With Axis’ proven track record, you can feel confident that we will create the right solution and

have the right products to achieve your school surveillance ambitions whatever they may be.

Challenge Possibility

Pick-up and drop-off areas >  Identify individuals with HDTV resolution

Energy costs >  Reduce after-hour light usage with Lightfinder technology

Graffiti and vandalism

>  Exterior cameras as a deterrent

>  Receive alerts when cameras are tampered with

>  Leverage technologies designed for difficult lighting conditions and auto-tracking

Unauthorized access >  Automate recording upon doors opening or motion detection

Hallway surveillance >  Axis’ Corridor Format optimizes field of view

Loitering after hours
>  Exterior cameras as a deterrent

>  Utilize motion detection alerts and recording

Managing cost-effectiveness  
and ROI

>  Leverage existing infrastructure with Axis video encoders

>  IP video system can run on existing network

>  Maximize scalability and flexibility

Video retention 
>  Axis’ Zipstream technology reduces typical storage by 50% or more

>  Significantly decreases your storage costs

Audio detection 
>  Axis’ Network Horn Speaker provides long-range remote speaking in video     

    surveillance applications

Turning challenges into possibilities

Greater 
school safety
with Axis network video solutions.

The AXIS A1001 Network Door
Controller is the first open,
IP-based access controller
on the market. That means
you finally have the freedom
you need with your access
control system, so no more
being locked into proprietary
software and equipment. The
AXIS A1001 is an independent
unit that can be installed
at each door, complete with
third-party door accessories
such as sensors, door locks and 
readers. Plus it scales as you 
do, handling 1 door or over 500 
depending on your needs.

Did you know?

Visit www.axis.com/education for more information.



Image Usability

Outstanding performance in difficult  
lighting conditions

> Axis’ unique Lightfinder technology   
 maintains outstanding performance in  
 difficult lighting conditions
> Wide Dynamic Range handles a wide   
 range of lighting conditions in one frame  
 providing forensic capture
> HDTV will provide higher resolution and  
 extreme detail

Network Speaker Horn
 
A new level of intelligent video

> Simple-to-install outdoor loudspeaker
> Provides clear, long-range speech for   
 remote speaking
> Recorded and live audio controls  
 available

Vandal and tampering
protection
Protection where you need it

>  Stronger, more protective metal housings
>   Curved housing prevents efforts to block 

the camera’s field of view
>  Flush installation

Axis’ Corridor Format

Gives you the right perspective

>  Ideal for situations where a more  
vertical view is needed

>  Maximizes image quality using a 9:16 
aspect ratio

> Eliminates bandwidth and storage waste
> Ideal for hallways and corridors

Analytics 
 
More video, less storage

> Auto-tracking enables cameras to auto 
 matically follow a moving object
> Sound intelligence to provide additional  
 alerts upon a dangerous noise
> License Plate Recognition and people   
 counting capabilities

Access Control
 
When every detail matters

> Door controllers for access management
> Door stations for audiovisual 
 identification and entry control
> Indoor and outdoor card readers for   
 customized entry

The right capability for  
every school need.

Visit www.axis.com/education for more information.


